Buy Local Hire Local Promo

OCVTS Program: Automotive Technology, Waretown Center – Louis Gauvain, Instructor
Students: (left to right) Dylan Montanaro, Anthony Ricotta, Scott Herflicker
Employer: Kenny Deans Import Service Center, Waretown – Kenny Dean Montanaro, Owner (center)
Website: kennydeansimports.com

“All three of my techs were/are Vo-Tech students. My son Dylan is our lead (A) tech. He graduated OCVTS in 2003 & continued his education for eighteen months at MMI Trade School in Florida. Scott is our (B) tech having graduated OCVTS in 2013. Anthony is currently attending OCVTS and is in his 2nd year working here. They were all taught the basics from the Automotive Technology Program and show a great mechanical ability and work ethics. For me, it makes sense to hire the younger vocational students and share my knowledge with them in the proper way things should be done. We take pride in our quality and honesty.” Kenny Dean Montanaro

Dylan Montanaro attended the Jackson Center with Mike Felice as his instructor. Scott Herflicker attended the Brick Center and had Jay Houle as his instructor. Dylan and Scott did well in the shop as well as in the classroom. Anthony Ricotta is currently attending the Automotive Technology Program at the Waretown Center. Louis Gauvain, his instructor said, “Anthony is a model student and a leader amongst his peers. His grades are very good, maintaining a “95” average in his class. He also has a great work ethic and performs his duties with patience and conviction.”

In a consensus of opinion, all of the students believe OCVTS is the place to be to get a jump start on your career. Learning good habits and working at a steady pace builds your confidence.